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Combining beauty and resili-

ence with an easy-cleaning, 

antimicrobial surface, the 

Mipolam Wall collection 

offers homogeneous wall 

protection for high-traffic 

and hygienic environments. 

A rising demand for sanitary, integral floor and wall systems has landed right in INSTALL’s wheelhouse. 

These wall systems are made by the same manufacturers that produce the floor coverings that INSTALL 

has installed for years. These flooring manufacturers are all very familiar with INSTALL and have been a 

part of a long symbiotic relationship. Installations of these wall systems requires the professionalism, 

talent and attention to detail that INSTALL Certified Installers are known for. Manufacturers know that the 

highly trained Certified INSTALL Floorcovering  Carpenters of the UBC. (United Brotherhood of Carpen-

ters) are a perfect fit to install these types of projects.                

The INSTALL Training Center here in St. Paul MN recently hosted a Gerflor Mipolan SPM Wall Panel train-

ing session for INSTALL warrantee contractor Beckers a Diverzified Company. UBC member Joe Rogos 

with HLS Consulting represented Gerflor and did a masterful job instructing the 3 day class. The class 

included installation of 25 sheets of Gerflor Mipolan SPM. First on a custom built wall mockup (built by 

UBC Carpenter Apprentices of course) and then the entrance of our Training Center, where it will show-

case the durability of the product and the talent of our installers for a long time. (see the before and after 

pics below). The installation of the wall panels involves a special bending tool used to form the panels to 

fit the corners of the walls. Once cut, formed and adhered to the wall it was time to showcase why IN-

STALL Floor Coverers are the perfect choice for these installations. It was time to break out the heat 

welders! All of the seams on this system are heat welded. Sheet to sheet, sheet to floor, etc. Our highly 

trained, skilled and experienced installers made the transition from heat welding on the floor to welding 

on the wall with ease! So when selecting a installation crew for  these wall systems the choice is clear      

INSTALL warranty contractors. 
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